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This invention relates to equipment for analyzing elec- 
trical wave forms which represent the amplitude distri- 
bution of a time function and more particularly, to h- 
provements therein. 

The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject 
to the provisions of Section 305 of The National Aero- 
nautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 
Stat. 435; U.S.C. 2457). 

The amplitude distribution of the time function, usually 
represented by an electrical wave form, is unique m&ly 
because it cannot, in general, be derived from any other 
parameter, such as frequency distribution, correlation 
function, or spectrum density information. In practice, 
amplitude distribution of a time function over a practical 
time period is analyzed by measurement of how long the 
function stays at a given amplitude over a given time 
period. 

An object of this invention is the provision of a novel 
arrangement for measuring the amplitude distribution of 
a time function. 

Yet another object of the present invention is the pro- 
vision of an arrangement for enabling measurement of the 
amplitude distribution of time functions extremely ac- 
curately. 

Still another object of the present invention is the pro- 
vision of an arrangement which can analyze two data 
flows comprising the amplitude distribution of two time 
functions, simultaneously, to obtain the joint amplitude 
distribution characteristics. 

These and other objects of this invention are achieved 
employing a cathode ray oscilloscope having all of the 
face of the oscilloscope tube masked except for a cen- 
trally located aperture. An electrical signal having a 
waveform representative of the amplitude distribution of 
a time function is repetitively applied to the cathode ray 
oscilloscope, and each time it is applied it is combined 
with another step of a stair-step voltage. The electron 
beam of the cathode ray oscilloscope i s  biased on only in 
response to clock pulses generated at a predetermined 
frequency by a crystal oscillator. As a result, a light 
pulse is seen through the hole in the mask on the cathode 
ray tube over the duration of a step of the stair-step 
voltage only when the waveform amplitude together with 
the step amplitude is such as to position the cathode ray 
pulsed beam in the window. 

The duration of a step of the stair-step waveform as 
well as the successive amplitude levels theIeof are estab- 
lished in a predetermined manner employing counters. 
The same oscillator which applies the clock pulses to the 
cathode ray oscilloscope beam is employed as a time 
base for the operation of these counters. The light pulses 
which are displayed on the cathode ray tube face are de- 
tected by photomultiplier apparatus which applies the 
electrical pulses generated in response to the light pulses 
to another counter to be totalized over the interval of a 
stair-step of the stair-step voltage. 'Print out apparatus 
is provided which responds to the counts in the two 
counters to provide both a digital and an analog presenta- 
tion of the amplitude distribution information. Two 
waveforms may be analyzed jointly by applying them to 
the two coordinate deflectors of the cathode ray oscillo- 
scope. 

The novel features that are considered characteristic 
of this invention are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. The invention itself both as to its or- 
ganization and method of operation, as well as additional 
objects and advantages thereof, will best be understood 
from the following description when read in connection 
with the accompanying drawing, which is a block sche- 
matic diagram of an embodiment of the invention. 

In accordance with this invention, a waveform to be 
analyzed is recorded in a manner so that it may be cyclical- 

It 
may comprise, for example, a magnetic drum, or mag- 
netic tape in loop form, or a magnetic disc or a digital 
loop. Apparatus of this type is represented in the draw- 
ing by the respective rectangles 10, 12 which are respec- 

l5 tively labeled first cyclic source of waveform signals and 
second cyclic source of waveform signals. Assume that 
the first and second signal sources contain not only re- 
cordings of the waveforms desired to be analyzed, but 
in addition a recording of a start signal. The output of 

2o the first cyclic source comprises electrical signals repre- 
sentative of a waveform such as 10A which are repeti- 
tively applied to a variable band pass filter 20. The out- 
put of the second cyclic source comprises electrical sig- 

25 nals representative of a waveform, such as 12A, which are 
repetitively applied to a variable band pass filter 22. 

In order to define the frequency spread of the data to 
be analyzed from the first cyclic source of waveform sig- 
nals, the variable band pass filter 20 is employed. Sim- 

3o ilarly, the variable band pass filter 22 is employed for de- 
fining the frequency spread of data to be analyzed from 
the second cyclic source of waveform signals. The out- 
put of the variable band pass filter is connected to a sum- 
ming amplifier 24, and the output of the variable band 

35 pass filter 22 is connected to a summing amplifier 26. 
The output of the summing amplifier 26 is connected to 
the terminal 28, which is the input to the x-coordinate 
deflectors of the cathode ray oscilloscope apparatus 30. 
The output of the summing amplifier 24 is connected to 

40 the terminal 32 which is the input to the y-coordinate de- 
flectors of the cathode ray oscilloscope apparatus 30. 

The face of the cathode ray tube, which is in the cath- 
ode ray oscilloscope 30, is covered by a mask 34, which 
has a small square aperture 36 at the center thereof. The 

45 size of the square opening is determined to a large extent 
by the number of measuring steps desired in a stair-step 
voltage waveform which is used, as will become clear 
from the explanation which follows. Further, the sepa- 
ration 'obtainable between the desired number of steps 
to enable an accurate reading as well as the minimum 
detectable spot size are also considerations. In an em- 
bodiment of the invention which was built, a five-inch 
cathode ray tube was employed and a mask with a one 
centimeter square rectangular aperture was used. A stable 

65 crystal oscillator 38 generates clock pulses at a predeter- 
mined frequency. In an embodiment of the invention 
which was built, the frequency of the crystal oscillator 
was varied as required between 25 and 50 megacycles, in 
accordance with a desired clock frequency rate. The out- 

6o put of the crystal oscillator is applied to the terminal 42 
of the cathode ray oscilloscope 30 which comprises the 
input to the z-axis of the cathode ray tube oscilloscope. 
The z-axis, as is well known, enables control of the 
cathode ray beam whereby it is turned on or intensified 

65 only in the presence of a pulse from the crystal oscillator. 
By way of providing an understanding of the operation 

of the system described thus far, assume that a stair-step 
voltage, such as 44A, is applied, by the level setting am- 
plifier 44, to the second input to the respective summing 
amplifiers 24, 26. The duration or interval of each step 
can be made equal to the time required for a complete 
reproduction of electrical signals representative of the 

lo ly repeated. Apparatus for doing this is well known. 
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wave shapes 10A, 12A at the outputs of the first and sec- 
ond cyclic sources of waveform signals. Now considering, 
for simplicity, the output of the summing amplifier 24, 
when the stair-step voltage 44A is zero, over the first 
cycle. Light pulses will be seen in the aperture 36 only 
for those amplitudes of the waveform 10A which can 
deflect the cathode ray beam up to the region of the cath- 
ode ray tube screen which is exposed by the aperture 36. 
These are the largest amplitude portions of the wave 
shape POA. 

'On the first step or voltage level of the stair-step volt- 
age 44A, the output of the summing amplifier 24 will be 
the combination or addition of its inputs. As a result of 
this addition, light pulses will be produced corresponding 
to lower amplitude portions of the wave shape 10A since, 
by the addition of the first step voltage, the top portions 
of the wave shape IOA have their amplitudes raised to a 
value such that the cathode ray beam is moved out from 
the portion of the cathode ray tube which is exposed by 
the opening 36. 

With successive stair-step voltages being provided, the 
waveform 10A is effectively successively moved upward 
past the window aperture 35 until a complete analysis of 
the amplitude distribution of the wave shape 10A has oc- 
curred. A similar analysis is performed for the wave 
shape 12A which is applied to the x-coordinate of the 
cathode ray oscilloscope. When both are simultaneously 
applied, to the cathode ray oscilloscope, then the joint 
analysis of the two wave shapes may be effectuated. 

In order to establish the requisite interval for the dura- 
tion of a stair-step voltage, as well as to determine the 
number of levels to be applied to the summing ampli- 
fiers, control apparatus, including well known, commer- 
cially available preset interval counter apparatus is em- 
ployed. This includes a preset interval counter 50 which 
is preset by means of a preset counter control 52, to count 
a predetermined number of counts or pulses for a pre- 
determined number of times. The output of the oscil- 
lator 38, besides being applied to the z-axis of the cath- 
ode ray oscilloscope 30, is also applied to the preset 
interval counter 50 to be counted. When the preset in- 
terval counter has counted the preset number of clock 
pulses from the oscillator, it applies an output pulse to 
another counter 54 which is designated as the time count 
totalizer. This counter 54 has its count advanced one 
count each time the preset interval counter 50 counts the 
predetermined number of pulses. When the preset in- 
terval counter has counted these pulses, a predetermined 
number of times, it provides an output to the time count 
totalizer 54 which resets it to zero. 

The photomultiplier device 46 is employed to receive 
the light output pulses from the cathode ray tube which 
appears in the aperture 36 and to provide electrical pulses 
representative thereof. The output of the photomultiplier 
46 is applied to a pulse count totalizer 56 to be counted. 
Each time the time count totalizer advances its count in 
response to an output from the preset interval counter 
50, it resets the pulse count totalizer. The pulse count 
totalizer then proceeds to count anew in response to the 
output of the photomultiplier 46. Thereby a pulse count 
is obtained at each voltage step which indicates how long 
the wavefoym being analyzed was at  a particular level 
indicated by light pulses appearing in the window 36. 

The output of the time count totalizer 54 is applied 
to a digital-to-analog converter 58 which is designated as 
the xdigital-to-analog converter. This digital-to-analog 
converter 58 provides an andog voltage output which has 
an amplitude representative of the count in the time count 
totalizer 54. The analog voltage output of the digital-to- 
analog converter, it will be recognized, will be a stair-step 
voltage since the time count totalizer 54 has its count in- 
creased successively. The output of the x-digital-to- 
analog converter is applied to the level setting amplifier 

4 
another digital-to-analog converter 60, similar to the 
digital-to-analog converter 58. This one is designated as 
the y-digital-to-analog converter. The outputs of both 
the x-digital-to-analog converter and the ydigital-to-an- 

5 alog converter are both applied to x-y plotting apparatus 
62. This is commercially purchasable apparatus which 
draws a curve in response to the inputs received from 
the respective x and y digital-to-analog converters. If 
digital print out information is also desired, then a digital 

10 printer 64 has its two inputs respectively connected to the 
outputs of the time count totalizer 54 and pulse count to- 
talizer 56. The digital printer prints two numbers. One 
represents the count in the time count totalizer and ad- 
jacent thereto a number representative of the count in the 

Of course, operation of the embodiment of the inven- 
tion may be initiated manually. For automatically start- 
ing the apparatus shown in the drawing, a start signal, 
prerecorded with the waveforms XOA, 12A in the respec- 

20 tive cyclic sources may be employed. These are sensed 
and are applied to an Or gate 18. The output of the Or 
gate is applied to the preset interval counter 50, the pulse 
count totalizer 56 and the time count totalizer 54 to enable 
them to start operation. 

The preset interval counter 50 commences to count in 
response to the sampling pulses. The pulse count total- 
izer in response to the photomultiplier produces a count 
total representative of the duration of the maximum am- 
plitude level of the waveforms over the initial scan cycle. 

When the preset interval counter has completed its first 
predetermined count, it applies an output to the time 
count totalizer 54 causing it to advance one count. Upon 
advancing one count, the time count totalizer applies a 
reset signal to the pulse count totalizer causing it to start 

The output of the time count totalizer is 
converted by means of the x-digital-to-analog converter 
to the first step of the stair-step voltage 44A. The x-y 
plotter produces a mark representative of its input analog 
signal. Likewise, the digital printer 64 produces a print 

40 oat consisting of two numbers representative of the count 
in the time count totalizer and pulse count totalizer. 

The preset interval counter then commences counting 
again a predetermined number of counts in response to 
the output from the crystal oscillator. The photomulti- 
plier generates a number of pulses representative of the 

45 duration of the waveforms IOA, P2A at a second ampli- 
tude level over the predetermined interval. Again, when 
the preset interval oounter completes a predetermined 
count, the time count totalizer is advanced one count 

The operation described above continues until the pre- 
set interval counter has completed its predetermined num- 
ber of counts a predetermined number of times. It then 
provides a stop signal as an output to the time count 

At this time, after 
the output advancing the time count totalizer has occurred 
and after the requisite operation of the digital printer and 
the x-y plotter has been completed, the time count total- 
izer is reset by the stop signal and the pulse count total- 

Bo izer is reset and stopped. The apparatus has then com- 
pleted an analysis of the waveforms which were recorded 
in the first and second cyclic sources of waveform signals. 

There has accordingly been described and shown here- 
inabove a novel and useful system for measuring the am- 
plitude distribution of a time function. The accuracy of 

" the system is considerably improved over that of other 
known systems. Effectively the detail of an analysis can 
be varied by varying the number of steps in the stair-step 
waveform which is generated which in turn can be deter- 
mined by the number of times the preset interval counter 
is allowed to count the predetermined number of counts. 
Also, the accuracy of the analysis can be determined by 

15 pulse count totalizer. 

25 

30 

35 counting anew. 

5o with the result that the pulse count totalizer is reset. 

55 totalizer and pulse count totalizer. 

44 to& amplified and-applied to the summing amplifier 
for the purpose described previously. 

the number of samples which are taken, which in turn is 
generated or determined by the frequency of the crystal 

As a result, a system with a greatly improved The output of the pulse count totalizer is applied to 75 oscillator. 
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accuracy over prior known systems is provided. Further- and second counter means at each count of said first 
more, the frequency range of the analysis is extended counter means. 
over that of the prior known systems. wherein said means 

What is claimed is: for sampling the output of said summing means for the 
1. Apparatus for measuring the amplitude distribution 5 presence of a predetermined amplitude during each pulse 

of a time function which is represented by the waveform output of said pulse generator comprises a cathode ray 
of an electrical signal comprising means for repetitively oscilloscope having a cathode ray tube including a screen, 
reproducing said electrical signal, means to which the cathade ray beam generating means, control means for 
output of said means for reproducing said electrical signal preventing said cathode ray beam generated by said cath- 
repetitively is applied for successively increasing the am- 10 ode ray beam generating means from reaching said screen, 
plitude of said electrical signal by a fixed amount during deflecting means for deflecting said cathode ray beam 
each repetition of said electrical signal, means for Sam- along one coordinate, and a mask having a hole in the 
pling the output of said last-named means for the presence center thereof, said mask covering all of said screen to 
of a predetermined amplitude level and producing pulses prevent light from being emitted therefrom except over 
during each sample for each occurrence of said predeter- 15 the region of said central aperture, means for applying 
mined amplitude level, means for counting said pulses, pulses from said pulse generating means to said control 
and means for recording the count achieved over each means to enable said cathode ray beam to reach said 
cycle of repetition of said electrical signal. screen during the interval thereof, and means to apply 

2. Apparatus for measuring the amplitude distribution the output of said summing means to said deflecting 
of a time function which is represented by the waveform 20 means. 
of an electrical signal comprising summing means for 6. Apparatus for measuring the joint amplitude dis- 
producing a resultant output signal in response to two tribution of two time functions represented as a first and 
input signals, means for applying said electrical signal second electrical signal waveform comprising first and 
repetitively over successive predetermined intervals as second means for cyclically reproducing said first and 
one input to said summing amplifier, means for generat- 25 second electrical signals, a pulse generator, means for 
ing a stair-step voltage having the duration of each step counting pulse outputs from said pulse generator over 
equal to the duration of each said predetermined interval, the interval of a cycle of reproduction of said electrical 
means for applying said stair-step voltage as a second signal and for producing an output indicative thereof, 
input to said summing amplifier, means to which the Out- first counter means responsive to said output to inorease 
put of said summing amplifier is applied for sampling said 30 its count, first digital-to-analog converter means respon- 
output at a predetermined level and generating pulses sive to the output of said first counter means to provide 
representative of the number of samples present at said an analog voltage having an amplitude representative 
predetermined level, means for counting the pulses pro- thereof, first and second summing means for respectively 
duced over each predetermined interval, and means for adding said first and second electrical signals to said ana- 
utilizing the total count for each predetermined interval. 35 log voltage, means for jointly sampling the outputs of 

3. Apparatus as recited in claim 2 wherein said means said first and second summing means for the presence of 
for sampling the output of said summing amplifier for a predetermined amplitude voltage at intervals deter- 
the presence of a predetermined amplitude therein and mined by said pulse generator and producing indicating 
generating pulses representative thereof comprises a pulse outputs indicative of the occurrence thereof, second 
cathode ray oscillograph including a cathode ray tube 4o counter means for counting said indicating pulse out- 
having cathode ray beam generating means, a screen, con- puts, means for resetting said second counter means to 
trol means for preventing the cathode ray beam generated an initial count responsive to each change in the count 
by said cathode ray beam generating means from reaching of said first counter means, and means for utilizing the 
said screen, and coordinate deflection means, means for counts of said first and second counter means at each 
applying said summing means signal to said coordinate 45 count of said first counter means. 
deflection 'means, pulse generating means, means for ap- 7.  Apparatus as recited in claim 6 wherein said means 
plying said pulse generating means output to said beam for jointly sampling the outputs of said first and second 
control means for permitting said electron beam to reach summing means for the presence of a predetermined am- 
said screen in the presence of a pulse, a mask mounted plitude during each pulse output of said pulse generator 
over said screen surface, said mask having an aperture 50 comprises a cathode ray oscilloscope having a cathode ray 
in the center thereof to permit light output from said tube including a screen, cathode ray beam generating 
screen to be perceived, and photomultiplier means p s i -  means, control means for preventing said cathode ray 
tioned adjacent said screen for receiving the light output beam generated by said cathode ray beam generating 
therefrom and for generating a pulse in response thereto. means from reaching said screen, deflecting means for 

4. Apparatus for measuring the amplitude distribution 55 deflecting said cathode ray beam along one coordinate, 
of a time function represented as an electrical signal Wave- and a mask having a hole in the center thereof, said mask 
form comprising means for cyclically reproducing said covering all of said screen to prevent light from being 
electrical signal, a pulse generator, means for counting emitted therefrom except over the region of said central 
pulse outputs from said pulse generator over the inter- aperture, means for applying pulses from said pulse gen- 
Val of a cycle of reproduction of said electrical signal 6o erating means to said control means to enable said cathode 
and for producing an output indicative thereof, first ray beam to reach said screen during the interval thereof, 
counter means responsive to said output to increase its and means to apply the output of said summing means 
count, first digital-to-analog converter means responsive to said deflecting means. 
to the output of said first counter means to provide an 8. Apparatus for measuring the amplitude distribution 
analog voltage having an amplitude representative there- 65 of a time function represented by the amplitude variations 
of, summing means for adding said electrical signal and of an electrical signal extending over a predetermined 
said analog voltage, means for sampling the output of interval comprising means for repetitively reproducing 
said summing means for the presence of a predetermined said electrical signal, means for generating a stair-step 
amplitude voltage at intervals determined $by said pulse voltage having a stair-step waveform, the duration of 
generator and producing indicating pulse outputs indica- 70 each step of said stair-step waveform extending over the 
tive of the occurrence thereof, second counter means for interval of said electrical signal and the amplitude of 
counting said indicating pulse outputs, means for re- each step being predetermined, said means for generating 
setting said second counter means to an initial count re- a stair-step voltage comprising a pulse generator, a pre- 
sponsive to each change in the count of said first counter set counter, means for applying pulses from said pulse 
means, and means for utilizing the counts of said first 75 generator to said preset counter to be counted, means for 

5. Apparatus as recited in claim 
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presetting said preset counter to produce an output pulse 
when it has counted pulses from said pulse generator 
over an interval equal to the interval of said electrical 
signal, a first counter, means for applying output from 
said preset interval counter to said first counter to advance 
the count thereof, digital-to-analog converter means re- 
sponsive to the count of said first counter for producing 
a stair-step voltage representative thereof, summing means 
to which said signal voltage and stair-step voltage are 
applied for producing the sum thereof, cathode ray tube 
means to which the output of said summing means and 
of said pulse generator are applied for displaying light 
pulses during the interval of a pulse from said pulse 
generator whenever the output of said summing means 
is at a predetermined amplitude level, photomultiplier 
,means for producing pulse outputs responsive to light 
pulses produced by said cathode ray tube means, a sec- 
ond counter, means for applying the output of said photo- 
multiplier means to said second counter to be counted, 
means for resetting said second counter responsive to each 
count change of said first counter, and means for utiliz- 
ing the count outputs of said first and second counters. 

9. Apparatus as recited in claim 8 wherein said cath- 
ode ray tusbe means to which the output of said summing 

8 
means and of said pulse generator are applied for dis- 
playing light pulses during the interval of a pulse from 
said pulse generator whenever the output of said summing 
means is at a predetermined level includes a mask having 

5 a central aperture therein, said cathode ray tube means 
having a screen on which said light pulses are displayed, 
said mask being positioned over said screen and between 
it and said photomultiplier means. 
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